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HEADLINES ON HEADLINERS (AND SILVER MYLAR TOO)
Issue #007 contained a letter from Ernie Loga who
was responding to my query on headliners.
Member Donna Mulholland of Becket MA spoke
with Ernie at the Studebaker Drivers Club International meet
last July and has offered to work on this item.
Donna has also located two vendors who have a
supply of the silver mylar material. Although the patterns on
both vendor's samples are different from what was used on
the interior of the 1956 GH, they both would make
reasonable substitutes for the non purist.
Here is Donna's letter:

The two samples are from SMS AUTO FABRICS
7700 SOUTHEAST 30TH AVE PORTLAND,
OREGON97202 503-775-8453. 54" WIDE, $35.00 PER
YARD.
ORIGINAL AUTO INTERIORS 7869 TRUMBLE
RD. ST. CLAIR, MICHIGAN 48079, 313-727-2486 54"
WIDE $40.00/YARD.
DONNA MULHOLLAND BECKET, MASS
(Note: of the two, the 2nd (and naturally, more expensive)
sample looks best to me. I could not reproduce them, it
would seem best to contact both suppliers directly an obtain
a sample.)

I have sent for the production order and will pass it
along as soon as it arrives.
I had a nice chat with Ernie Loga, last week, and
discussed what might be done about an exact pattern for the
headliner. I have a virtually intact headliner in my car but it
is sagging and needs some minor repair as well as paint.
When I removed it from the car, I will trace the pieces for
Ernie's benefit. He has a parts car nearby which he will use
as a guinea pig with the first try. I don't see myself removing
this headliner for a few months so I have some time to
hopefully receive some expert advice from my fellow
"Hawkeyes." If you have had info from anyone on these
delicate pieces, please have them contact me directly.
I have included some fabric samples with this letter.
They are the result of some letter writing I have done to
upholstery advertisers in Hemmings Motor News. I have
also included a small piece of my original silver mylar fabric
for comparison. The suppliers names and addresses as well
as the price per yard may be helpful to other club members.
I am waiting for info from some other fabric suppliers and
will send these along when and if they arrive. The match is
not perfect but quite respectable.
Lastly, please find a small check enclosed to help
defray your costs. I hope some of the enclosed will be of help
to the club.

MORE ON THE TWIN ULTRAMATIC
As promised, last issue, I have include the
remainder of the Studebaker Service Bulletins addressing
problems with the Twin Ultramatic transmission. The Twin
Ultramatic received a lot of Service Bulletin space from
Studebaker Packard Corporation in the middle 1950s.
From your letters and the copies of the original
production order, I see that so my 1956 Golden Hawks,
which originally were fitted with an automatic transmission,
have been converted to the 3 speed/overdrive setup.
I prefer to keep my cars as original as possible, but
if it came down to a choice between letting the car sit or
putting in a different transmission, I would opt for door #2.
Here in central Florida, the going rate to rebuild a Twin
Ultramatic and torque converter runs about $1600.00 $1800.00.

SO LONG HAWKEYE
Due to some confusion with other SDC chapter
newsletters called Hawkeye or something similar, I have
renamed our newsletter to 56J ONLY. I know it isn't as cool
sounding, but it does more accurately reflect what we are
about. Studebaker built a lot of Hawks but only one 56J.
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